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Repeat-Pass Synthetic Aperture Sonar
Micro-Navigation using Redundant
Phase Center Arrays
Alan J. Hunter, Member, IEEE, Samantha Dugelay, and Warren L. J. Fox
Abstract
A new algorithm is introduced for high-precision underwater navigation using the coherent echo signals collected
during repeat-pass synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) surveys. The algorithm is a generalization of redundant phase
center (RPC) micro-navigation, expanded to redundant phase centers formed between overlapping pings in repeated
passes. For each set of overlapping ping pairs (two intra-pass and three inter-pass), five different RPC arrays can
be formed to provide estimates of the vehicle’s surge, sway, and yaw. These estimates are used to find a weighted
least-squares solution for the trajectories of the repeated passes. The algorithm can estimate the relative trajectories
to sub-wavelength precision (on order of millimeters to 100s of microns at typical SAS operating frequencies of
100s of kHz) in a common coordinate frame. This will lead to improved focusing and co-registration for repeat-pass
SAS interferometry and is an important step towards repeat-pass bathymetric mapping. The repeat-pass RPC micro-
navigation algorithm is demonstrated using data collected by the 300 kHz SAS of the NATO Center for Maritime
Research and Experimentation (CMRE) Minehunting Unmanned underwater vehicle for Shallow water Covert Littoral
Expeditions (MUSCLE).
Index Terms
Synthetic aperture sonar, micro-navigation, repeat-pass interferometry, coherent change detection
I. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) images are generated by coherently processing the signals collected along a
synthetic array, which is formed as the sonar platform traverses its path through the water. SAS provides very high-
resolution imagery of the seafloor that is independent of both range and frequency [1]. However, sub-wavelength
navigation precision is required to support this coherent processing (i.e., an order of magnitude less than the
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wavelength [2][3, chapter 5]). The consequence of failing to meet this requirement is the introduction of image
errors, including defocusing and image artefacts [4]. For SAS systems operating at frequencies of 100s of kHz,
the requirement equates to precision on the order of millimeters to 100s of microns. This is challenging, but it can
be achieved using a combination of navigation hardware on the sonar platform and data-driven micro-navigation
algorithms.
Micro-navigation algorithms provide “through-the-sensor” navigation estimates using the sonar echo signals. For
the translational motions of sway and surge (across-track and along-track), which contribute strongly to imaging
errors, micro-navigation provides much better precision than integrated velocity measurements from an inertial
navigation system (INS) and Doppler velocity log (DVL) [5], [6]. The other motion which contributes most to SAS
imaging errors is yaw (rotation in the imaging plane) and this can be measured adequately using high-end INSs
with sufficiently low drift rates. SAS is relatively insensitive to variations in heave, pitch, and roll.
The most popular approach to SAS micro-navigation is the redundant phase center (RPC) algorithm, also
commonly referred to as the displaced phase center antenna (DPCA) algorithm [7], [8]. RPC micro-navigation
operates by forming a virtual array from the cross-correlation of signals between redundant phase center arrays –
that is, the overlapping (redundant) portion of the sonar array at subsequent pings. The ping-to-ping sway and surge
are estimated by beamforming this virtual array and locating the peak in the correlation function. Furthermore, the
amplitude of the peak is related to the signal-to-noise ratio and can be used to approximate the estimation error
[9], [10].
Coherent processing of signals from repeated passes over the same scene opens up a range of new capabilities for
SAS. These include coherent change detection [11] and repeat-pass interferometric bathymetry estimation. Although
interferometric SAS [12] and repeat-pass interferometric synthetic aperture radar [13] are widely used, repeat-pass
interferometric SAS is still in its infancy. Coherent repeat-pass processing adds further challenges to the navigation
problem since navigation errors can accumulate substantially between passes and temporal and angular changes can
act to reduce signal coherence. Coherent image registration from repeated passes has been approached successfully
using feature matching methods, such as the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), e.g., [14], [15], [16], [17].
Others have demonstrated repeat-pass co-registration at the signal level, and investigated the effect of the correlation
coefficient on across-track separation and element size [18].
In this paper, we present a new SAS micro-navigation algorithm for coherent repeat-pass data registration at the
signal level. The algorithm is a generalization of the RPC algorithm and is detailed in Section II. It is demonstrated
in Section III using data collected by the 300 kHz SAS of the MUSCLE autonomous underwater vehicle during the
Multi-national AutoNomy EXperiment, 2014 (MANEX 14) sea trial. We use the algorithm to generate repeat-pass
coherence and interferometric phase maps of the seafloor. These results show the feasibility of coherent change
detection and interferometric processing at 300 kHz over time scales of at least tens of minutes in the area of
the Ligurian Sea where the experiments were conducted. They also indicate the potential and some challenges for
applications of repeat-pass interferometry, which are discussed in Section IV.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Geometry for the redundant phase center micro-navigation algorithm: (a) estimation of surge and sway xp and yaw θp by accumulation
of ping-to-ping rate estimates; (b) estimation of ping-to-ping surge rate ξ, sway rate ζ, and yaw rate ψ. The various symbols represent the
following: triangle – projector; circle – hydrophone; pentagon – center of hydrophone array; square – phase center; black square – redundant
phase center; diamond – center of phase center array; hexagon – center of redundant phase center array.
II. REPEAT-PASS MICRO-NAVIGATION ALGORITHM
The single-pass RPC algorithm is first recapped in Section II-A to introduce our mathematical notation. This is
based mostly on [19], which provides a very thorough description of the algorithm and its implementation details.
The repeat-pass generalization, which is the main novel contribution of this work, is then introduced in Section II-B
and Section II-C. The algorithm operates on the aligned ping pairs from each pass; there are several ways to perform
this alignment and these are discussed in Section II-D.
A. Redundant Phase-Center (RPC) Micro-Navigation
Consider a sonar system comprising a single projector and a linear array of N equally-spaced hydrophones. In
the far-field, the phase center approximation can be employed to replace these bistatic pairs with an array of N
virtual monostatic pairs located at the midpoints (phase centers) between the physical source and each physical
hydrophone. The local position of the nth phase center is given by
un =
(
n− N − 1
2
)
∆u, n ∈ [0, N − 1] (1)
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relative to the middle of the array, where ∆u = D/2 is the phase center spacing and D is the hydrophone spacing.
When the along-track ping-to-ping displacements are small enough, a portion of the phase centers from subsequent
pings will overlap, as illustrated in Figure 1b. These are termed “redundant phase centers” since their signals contain
redundant information on the scene reflectivity. The RPC algorithm exploits these redundant signals to obtain a
precise estimation of the sonar path. The algorithm operates as follows.
Assume that some redundant phase centers are formed between adjacent ping pairs denoted by the indices p− 1
and p. We term these overlapping portions of the sonar phase center array the redundant phase center array or RPC
array. The RPC array is one of a collection of possible candidates that can be formed by assuming along-track
displacements in integer multiples of the phase center spacing
u′m = m∆u, m ∈ [−(N − 1), N − 1] . (2)
There are 2N − 1 possible candidates. However, typically, the nominal value m0 = v/fp/∆u is known from the
speed of the sonar platform v and the ping rate fp.
For each candidate RPC array, the signals from all overlapping phase centers are cross-correlated over a time
window corresponding to an interval of slant ranges. This results in a correlation function over the 3-D domain
of: correlation delays t′, along-track displacements u′m used to form the candidate arrays, and positions of the
overlapping phase centers in the candidate array
ηl,m =
(
l − N − 1
2
−
∣∣m∣∣
2
)
∆u, l ∈
[
0, N − 1−
∣∣∣m∣∣∣] . (3)
Note that these positions are expressed in a coordinate system local to the center of the candidate array and that
the support of the correlation function over η decreases with the number of non-overlapping phase centers.The
correlation function is given by
γp−1,p (t′, u′m, ηl,m) =
2r
c +
R
c∫
2r
c −Rc
d∗p−1 (t, un0) dp (t+ t
′, un1) dt, (4)
where dq (t, un) are the matched-filtered signals from the sonar array at the qth ping, t is time, and
n0 =
 l +m m ≥ 0l, m < 0 (5)
and
n1 =
 l m ≥ 0l −m, m < 0 (6)
are the indices of the sonar array elements evaluated in the qth and (q + 1)th ping. The correlation window is
centered on the slant range r with an interval of R and c ≈ 1500 m/s is the acoustic propagation speed.
The cross-correlation signals from each candidate array are then beamsteered over a range of angles φ and a
search is made for the peak in the coherence, i.e.,
(t′′, ξ, ψ) = arg max
t′,u′m,φ
{ ∣∣∣Γp−1,p (t′, u′m, φ)∣∣∣} , (7)
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where
Γp−1,p (t′, u′m, φ) =
N−1−|m|∑
l=0
γp−1,p (t′, u′m, ηl,m) exp (jkc sin (φ) ηl,m) , (8)
and kc = 2pifc/c is the wavenumber at the center frequency fc.
This yields relative ping-to-ping estimates in the slant range plane for the lateral displacement (surge rate) ξ in
m/ping and rotation (yaw rate) ψ in deg/ping of the phase center array, and a coarse estimate of the time-delay
t′′ induced by the transverse displacement of the RPC array. The correlation function (8) is coarsely sampled in u′
at multiples of the phase center spacing D/2. Therefore, it is common practice to perform an interpolation (e.g.,
[20], [21], [19]) to achieve surge rate estimates with sub-element precision. The coarse estimate t′′ is also refined
using the phase at the peak coherence to provide sub-wavelength precision, i.e.,
τ =
(
− α
2pi
+M
) 1
fc
, (9)
where
α = ∠ Γp−1,p (t′′, ξ, ψ) (10)
is the phase at the peak and M is the number of wrapped wavelengths in the coarse time delay. The transverse
displacement of the RPC array (RPC sway rate) is then given by ρ = τc/2 and the transverse displacement of the
phase center array (sway rate) ξ can be computed from the RPC sway rate using
ζ = ρ+
ξ
2
sin (ψ) , (11)
where ξ/2 is the offset of the RPC array with respect to the phase center array. The geometry is illustrated in
Figure 1b.
There are several methods for solving (7) to find the peak. Also, care must be taken to ensure that the phase
is unwrapped correctly in (9). These implementation details are not discussed here, but a good summary can be
found in [19].
Finally, the total path (expressed in the slant-range plane for the range r) can be estimated by accumulating the
yaw, surge, and sway rates relative to an assumed initial heading θ0 and position x0 (e.g., x0 = 0 and θ0 = 0).
The heading at the pth ping is given by
θp = θ0 +
p∑
q=1
∆θq−1,q, (12)
where
∆θp−1,p = ψ. (13)
The path position is given by
xp = x0 +
p∑
q=1
∆xq−1,q, (14)
where
∆xp−1,p =
 cos θp−1 − sin θp−1
sin θp−1 cos θp−1
 ξ
ζ
 . (15)
The geometry is illustrated in Figure 1a.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2. Repeat-pass redundant phase center arrays: conventional RPC arrays within the same pass (red and green) and RPC arrays between
passes (blue, cyan, and magenta).
B. Repeat-Pass RPC Micro-Navigation
Consider now two separate passes over the same scene at different times. Naturally, it is possible to perform
conventional RPC micro-navigation for each of these passes independently, as described above. We denote the
individual passes using the superscripts ·(11) and ·(22) for the first and second pass, respectively. The corresponding
micro-navigation estimates are then denoted
∆x
(11)
p−1,p,∆θ
(11)
p−1,p (16)
and
∆x
(22)
p−1,p,∆θ
(22)
p−1,p. (17)
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However, in addition to these intra-pass estimates, it is possible to also obtain inter-pass estimates using RPC
arrays formed between the passes. We denote these estimates using the superscripts ·(12) and ·(21) for estimates
from the first to the second pass and vice versa, respectively. Assuming, as before, that only adjacent ping pairs have
redundant phase centers, three additional RPC arrays can be formed between the passes, yielding the estimates:
∆x(12)p,p ,∆θ
(12)
p,p (18)
∆x
(12)
p−1,p,∆θ
(12)
p−1,p (19)
and
∆x
(21)
p−1,p,∆θ
(21)
p−1,p. (20)
The total of five RPC arrays are illustrated in Figure 2. It is straightforward to generalize to the case of more than
two overlapping phase center arrays and also to more than two passes.
We wish to estimate the relative trajectories x(1)p , θ
(1)
p and x
(2)
p , θ
(2)
p of the two passes for all p ∈ [0, P − 1],
with respect to a common reference position and heading (e.g., x(1)0 = 0 and θ
(1)
0 = 0). This can be achieved by
solving the system of linear equations relating the intra and inter-pass RPC estimates of surge and sway and the
estimates or INS measurements of yaw, (16) – (20). In practice, measurements from the INS/DVL provide a useful
independent source of information and should also be utilized. This can be done by incorporating the measurements
into the system of equations or, as is common in most implementations of the conventional RPC algorithm, by
fusion through a Kalman filter [22].
C. Weighted Least-Squares Solution
The relative heading estimates θˆ(1)p and θˆ
(2)
p can be made independently of the other (translational) dimensions
since the yaw is invariant with surge and sway. Therefore, these should be computed first.
The measured yaw rates ∆θ(ij)a,b can be expressed from the unknown headings θ
(k)
c via the following system of
equations:
AΘ = ∆Θ, (21)
where
Θ =
(
θ
(1)
0 θ
(2)
0 θ
(1)
1 θ
(2)
1
. . . θ
(1)
P−2 θ
(2)
P−2 θ
(1)
P−1 θ
(2)
P−1
)T
(22)
is a 2P × 1 vector of the unknown headings at each ping from each pass,
∆Θ =
(
0 ∆θ
(12)
0,0 ∆θ
(11)
0,1 ∆θ
(22)
0,1 ∆θ
(12)
1,1 ∆θ
(12)
0,1 ∆θ
(21)
0,1
. . . ∆θ
(11)
P−2,P−1 ∆θ
(22)
P−2,P−1 ∆θ
(12)
P−1,P−1 ∆θ
(12)
P−2,P−1 ∆θ
(21)
P−2,P−1
)T (23)
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is a (5P − 3)× 1 vector of the intra and inter-pass yaw estimates, and
A =

1 0
−1 1
0 0 . . . 0 0
−1 0
0 −1
0 0
−1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
−1 1
0 1
−1 0
0 . . . 0 0
0
−1 0
0 −1
0 0
−1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
−1 1
0 1
−1 0
. . . 0 0
. . .
0 0 0 . . .
−1 0
0 −1
0 0
−1 0
0 1
1 0
0 1
−1 1
0 1
−1 0

(24)
is a (5P − 3)× 2P matrix.
The system of equations (21) is overdetermined. Furthermore, each equation can be weighted according to an
infinite time-series approximation [23] for the effective signal-to-noise ratio
SNR ≈ Γ
1− Γ (25)
since this is directly proportional to the variance of the estimation error [10]. Thus, a weighted least-squares solution
can be found for the headings, i.e.,
Θˆ =
(
W1/2A
)+
W1/2∆Θ (26)
where
(
W1/2A
)+
W1/2 is the weighted pseudo-inverse of A, the superscript + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse [24], i.e.,
B+ =
(
BTB
)−1
BT, (27)
W is a (5P − 3)× (5P − 3) matrix of weights with nonzero elements on the diagonal only given by
diag {W} =
(
∞ SNR(12)0,0 SNR(11)0,1 SNR(22)0,1 SNR(12)1,1 SNR(12)0,1 SNR(21)0,1
. . . SNR
(11)
P−2,P−1 SNR
(22)
P−2,P−1 SNR
(12)
P−1,P−1 SNR
(12)
P−2,P−1 SNR
(21)
P−2,P−1
)T
(28)
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Fig. 3. The MUSCLE autonomous underwater vehicle of the NATO Centre for Maritime Research and Experimentation.
The first term in (28) is infinite because it corresponds to the prescribed reference position and orientation for the
first ping of the first pass. In practice, an infinite value causes implementation issues and it is necessary to use a
large finite value (e.g., 100 dB) instead.
After solving for the headings, the surge and sway estimates must be updated to reflect the difference between
the independent coordinate frames of each individual pass and the new common coordinate frame of both passes.
The updated displacement vectors are given by
∆x
′(ij)
a,b =
 cos θ′(i)a − sin θ′(i)a
sin θ
′(i)
a cos θ
′(i)
a
∆x(ij)a,b , (29)
where
θ′(i)a = θˆ
(i)
a − θ(i)a (30)
is the change in heading between the independent and common frames. A similar system of equations can then be
established to relate the displacements to the path positions:
AX = ∆X, (31)
where
X =
(
x
(1)
0 x
(2)
0 x
(1)
1 x
(2)
1
. . . x
(1)
P−2 x
(2)
P−2 x
(1)
P−1 x
(2)
P−1
)T
(32)
is a 2P × 1 vector of the unknown 2-D positions at each ping from each pass, and
∆X =
(
0 ∆x
(12)
0,0 ∆x
(11)
0,1 ∆x
(22)
0,1 ∆x
(12)
1,1 ∆x
(12)
0,1 ∆x
(21)
0,1
. . . ∆x
(11)
P−2,P−1 ∆x
(22)
P−2,P−1 ∆x
(12)
P−1,P−1 ∆x
(12)
P−2,P−1 ∆x
(21)
P−2,P−1
)T (33)
is a (5P − 3) × 1 vector of the updated intra and inter-pass 2-D displacements. The system of equations can be
solved in the same way as before to provide estimates of the path positions, i.e.,
Xˆ =
(
W1/2A
)+
W1/2∆X. (34)
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Fig. 4. Tracks of repeated passes with a 1 deg heading difference made by the MUSCLE AUV during the MANEX ’14 trial. The boxed region
indicates the interval of 256 pings centered roughly on the crossing point, which was used to demonstrate the repeat-pass micro-navigation
algorithm.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Coherence values from conventional RPC micro-navigation on the first (red) and second (green) passes and repeat-pass RPC micro-
navigation between passes (blue) for (a) a 1 deg heading difference between passes and (b) a 2 deg difference. The vertical dotted lines indicate
the pings corresponding to the crossing paths (i.e., zero inter-pass sway).
D. Alignment of ping pairs in repeated passes
The repeat-pass RPC micro-navigation algorithm presented in Sections II-B to II-C assumes that the pings from
each pass are aligned. That is, that the corresponding pings denoted by the index p have maximally overlapping phase
centers. In practice, they will not be aligned in this way and the alignment must be carried out in a pre-processing
stage. Expressing the ping indices of the first pass as p1 = p and the misaligned second pass as p2 = p+ ∆p (p),
the goal is to find the inter-pass ping offset as a function of ping index ∆p (p). A method for aligning pings from
repeated passes has already been proposed elsewhere [18] in addition to an associated method for estimating the
bulk inter-pass navigation error. We use a similar approach.
To limit the computational burden, we assume that the ping offset varies slowly with the ping index. Therefore,
it can be estimated using only a limited sub-set of pings and nearest-neighbor interpolation of the results. For each
sample ping p′ ∈ [0, P − 1] from the first pass, RPC array candidates are formed with all pings from the second
pass that are within a limited search range p′ + q, where q ∈ [−Q/2, Q/2]; the search range Q can be selected
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Fig. 6. Comparison of the inter-pass surge, sway, and yaw for repeated passes with a 1 deg heading difference, as estimated by repeat-pass
RPC micro-navigation (blue) and measured by the navigation hardware (black): (a) ping offset; (b) yaw; (c,d) surge and surge rate; (e,f) sway
and sway rate; and (g,h) errors in the position and yaw measurements relative to the micro-navigation estimates. The dotted lines in (e) indicate
the ping corresponding to the crossing paths.
based on the maximum expected navigation error between passes. A search is then made for the RPC array with
maximum coherence, thus yielding the ping offset, i.e.,(
t′′, ξ, ψ,∆p (p′)
)
= arg max
t′,u′,φ,q
{ ∣∣∣Γ(12)p′,p′+q (t′, u′, φ)∣∣∣} , (35)
where the correlation function Γ is defined by (8) and the superscript ·(12) denotes the inter-pass correlation.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 7. Independently estimated paths of the first (a,b) and second (c,d) passes using conventional RPC micro-navigation.
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Mutually estimated paths of the first (red) and second (green) passes in a common coordinate frame using repeat-pass RPC micro-
navigation. The gray region indicates the along-track portions corresponding to the SAS images.
E. Synthetic aperture sonar (SAS) imaging and repeat-pass interferometry
Co-registered SAS images can be generated directly from the matched-filtered echo data using the repeat-pass
RPC micro-navigation estimates. Using back-projection, the co-registered image from the ith pass in the slant-range
plane of the common coordinate system is given by the coherent sum over pings p and array elements n, i.e.,
Ii (x) =
P−1∑
p=0
N−1∑
n=0
d(i)p
(
2
c
r(i)p,n (x) , u
)
(36)
where x = (x, y) are the locations of the image pixels,
r(i)p,n (x) =
∣∣∣x− u(i)p,n∣∣∣ (37)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Fig. 9. SAS images from the (a) first pass and (b) second pass focused independently using RPC micro-navigation; SAS images from the
(c) first and (d) second pass focused and co-registered using repeat-pass RPC micro-navigation; (e) image coherence between first and second
passes; (f) interferometric phase.
are the one-way distances from the phase centers to the pixels, and
u(i)p,n = xˆ
(i)
p +
 cos θˆ(i)p
sin θˆ
(i)
p
u (38)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 10. Zoomed regions of (a) high image coherence of approximately 0.7-0.9 and (d) low image coherence of approximately 0.5-0.7; (b,e)
are the corresponding image regions from the first pass and (c,f) from the second pass.
are the phase center locations. Note that (36) is a vast over-simplification of SAS imaging and it ignores many of
the practicalities, such as: interpolation of the data from redundant phase centers, interpolation of the slant-range
micro-navigation estimates, a Jacobian term for mapping between along-track positions and azimuth angles, and
spatio-temporal filtering due to the beam patterns and signal bandwidth. It is presented only for the purpose of
illustrating how the micro-navigation estimates θˆ(i)p and xˆ
(i)
p , obtained from (26) and (34), are incorporated into the
imaging procedure.
An interferogram can be formed between co-registered images from repeated passes, i.e.,
Λ (x) =
E
{
I1 (x) I
∗
2 (x)
}√
E
{ ∣∣I1 (x)∣∣2}E{ ∣∣I2 (x)∣∣2} . (39)
In practice, the ensemble averages in (39) cannot be computed and must be approximated using sample averages, e.g.,
over a region of L×L pixels. The interferogram provides a measure of the coherence ∣∣Λ (x)∣∣ and phase difference
∠Λ (x) between corresponding regions in each of the images. The image coherence quantifies the similarity of the
acoustic scattering represented within each region and its magnitude can vary from a minimum of 1/L (uncorrelated
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noise samples) to 1 (exactly the same) [23]. Assuming that the co-registration has been performed correctly, the
change in scattering properties represented by coherence loss and phase differences can be attributed to a combination
of three factors: different geometrical views, temporal changes in the seafloor or medium, and ambient noise.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The repeat-pass RPC micro-navigation algorithm is demonstrated on data collected using the synthetic aperture
sonar on the MUSCLE autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) of the NATO Center for Maritime Research and
Experimentation, shown in Figure 3. The SAS has a center frequency of 300 kHz and a bandwidth of 60 kHz
[25]; the receiver array is comprised of 36 elements with a spacing of 3.33 cm and has a total length of 1.2 m.
The navigation system on the MUSCLE is comprised of an inertial measurement unit, Doppler velocity log, and
global positioning system sensor. The data were collected during the MANEX ’14 trial in the Ligurian Sea, near
the coast of Framura, Italy. The seabed in the area is at a depth of approximately 20 m; it is sandy and was rippled
at the time. Repeated passes were made by the AUV at a speed of 4 m/s and an altitude of approximately 10 m
above the seafloor. The SAS was operated at a ping rate of 4 pings/s, resulting in approximately 4 overlapping
phase centers between subsequent pings within the same pass. Multiple passes were made with 1 deg increments
in heading prescribed between each successive pass to provide a relative sway and to ensure a crossing point. A
time of 16 min, 30 sec elapsed between each pass. The tracks of the first two passes as measured by the INS and
DVL are shown in Figure 4.
An interval of 256 pings centered roughly on the crossing point of the passes was considered. The pings were
aligned as described in Section II-D, but correlations were only observed for passes that were separated by 1 deg
and 2 deg increments. Correlations were not observed for greater separations due to the 2.5 deg half-beamwidth
of the sonar. Between the first and second passes (separated by 1 deg), an offset of between 3 and 5 pings was
observed relative to the start of each pass, as is shown in Figure 6a. Since the tracks were planned with identical
lengths and vehicle speeds, these variations in the ping offset are thought to be due to the influence of the underwater
current. This is supported by observations of a greater variation in offsets for the passes separated by 2 deg. Unless
otherwise stated, the following results are from the first and second passes (separated by 1 deg).
The conventional RPC micro-navigation algorithm was applied to each pass independently over 5 m slant-range
windows from 70 m to 110 m. The intra-pass ping-to-ping coherence at a slant-range of 85 m is shown in Figure 5a
with similar values being observed over the other windows. The coherence varies between approximately 0.7 and
0.9 along the path. The resulting intra-pass sway and surge rate estimates were integrated to produce the estimated
paths shown in Figure 7b and Figure 7d for passes 1 and 2, respectively. These were used together with the INS
estimates of the yaw shown in Figure 7a and Figure 7c to generate two focused SAS images of the seafloor.
The independently focused SAS images from the first and second passes are shown in Figure 9a and Figure 9b
respectively. Overall, the images appear very similar, both revealing a rippled seafloor with a single proud object.
However, an obvious difference is the along-track offset of approximately 3.5 m and the slant-range offset of
approximately 2 m. These are caused by the 1 deg rotation between the images induced by the relative heading
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difference between passes and the 3-5 ping navigation offset.
The repeat-pass RPC algorithm was applied to the two passes mutually over the same slant-range windows as
before. The coherence values are shown in Figure 5a for the directly corresponding inter-pass ping pairs denoted
in Section II-B by ·(12)p,p . The number of overlapping phase centers in the direct inter-pass pairs varied between
N/2 = 18 (near a ping offset transition) and N = 36. Again, the results are shown at a slant-range of 85 m with
similar results being observed at the other ranges. Furthermore, the other inter-pass ping pair combinations, denoted
by ·(12)p−1,p and ·(21)p−1,p, yielded similar values. Obviously, the intra-pass values, ·(11)p−1,p and ·(22)p−1,p, are identical to
those computed previously. The inter-pass coherence varied between approximately 0.2 and 0.8. Comparison with
the intra-pass coherence from the conventional RPC micro-navigation shows that the inter-pass coherence attains
comparable values to the intra-pass coherence for regions of the repeated passes nearby the crossing point. This
indicates that decorrelation due to temporal changes of the seafloor is low over the period of time between passes.
Away from the crossing point, the decorrelation can be attributed to the geometrical effects of an increasing baseline
and footprint misalignment at greater separations. For comparison, the intra and inter-pass coherence values are
shown in Figure 5b for the first and third passes (separated by 2 deg). Here, a maximum coherence of only 0.6 is
attained. This reduction can be attributed mostly to the footprint misalignment caused by the nominal difference
in look directions and the limited sonar beamwidth. The minimum coherence of 0.1 in this case is consistent with
the value expected for uncorrelated noise observed over the bandwidth of 60 kHz and the selected time window of
6.67 ms (5 m slant range) [23].
The inter-pass surge, sway, and yaw estimates are shown in Figure 6, where they are compared with the
measurements from the navigation hardware. The yaw is in very good agreement with the navigation hardware.
The overall trends in the surge and sway are similar. However, there is a bulk offset between the measurements
and micro-navigation estimates of approximately 0.5 - 1 m. Presumably this is due to INS and DVL measurement
drift [26]. Moreover, the micro-navigation is shown to provide a much smoother estimate. Using the WLS solution,
the paths of the repeated passes were estimated mutually from the intra and inter-pass rate estimates in a common
coordinate frame and these are shown in Figure 8.
The estimated paths of the repeated passes were used to generate co-registered SAS images, which are shown in
Figure 9c and Figure 9d. To evaluate the co-registration, an interferogram was formed using an averaging window
of 5 × 5 pixels. The resulting coherence map is shown in Figure 9e and the phase difference map is shown in
Figure 9f. Note that the phase differences with coherence less than 0.2 have been masked to suppress the random
phase estimates in the shadow zones. An image coherence of up to 0.9 is achieved over most of the image.
Obviously, the coherence reduces to a minimum in the shadowed troughs of the seafloor ripples where the acoustic
back-scattering strength is low. However, there are also two bands of low coherence with a maximum of only 0.7 at
along-track positions of 35− 40 m and 70− 75 m. A comparison is made in Figure 10 between two enlarged areas
of seafloor in regions of high and low image coherence. Here, it can be observed that the speckle patterns are indeed
similar where the coherence values are high and dissimilar where they are low. The bands of low coherence are due
to footprint misalignment caused by relative yaw between the passes, which becomes significant when the angles
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are on the order of the sonar half-beamwidth or greater (i.e., 2.5 deg for the MUSCLE). Correspondence between
the bands and the larger yaw values can be observed in Figure 8a. Although the prescribed heading difference was
1 deg, in practice, the efforts of the AUV to maintain a straight path cause variations from 0 deg to 2 deg.
The phase difference map exhibits a continuous and gradual variation over the scene. Furthermore, the variations
are less than one wavelength and no phase wrapping is observed. This is consistent with our expectations of zero
(or near zero) phase difference imposed by the algorithm.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Repeat-pass RPC micro-navigation is a new algorithm for improved repeat-pass SAS data co-registration, imaging,
and interferometry. It is a generalization of RPC micro-navigation that exploits the temporal (as well as spatial)
coherence of scattering from the seafloor, providing precision estimates of repeated passes in a common coordinate
frame. The algorithm has been demonstrated using data collected at sea by the 300 kHz SAS of the CMRE MUSCLE
AUV.
Micro-navigation estimates were made and then used to generate co-registered SAS images from repeated passes
with a nominal heading difference of 1 deg and separated by a time period of approximately 15 min. The precision of
the image registration was evidenced by the interferometric map, where coherence values of 0.9 and sub-wavelength
phase differences were achieved over most of the observed parts of the scene. Furthermore, these interferometric
results show that coherent change detection is feasible using the MUSCLE in the region of the Ligurian Sea where
the MANEX’14 trial was conducted, at least over time scales of tens of minutes. Further data collection is necessary
to quantify the long-term temporal coherence of the seafloor in this area.
The dominant cause of inter-pass decorrelation (over time scales of tens of minutes) was found to be caused
by relative differences in the geometry between passes. In particular, relative yaw had a significant effect. For the
MUSCLE, a heading difference of less than 2 deg is desired due to the half-beamwidth limit of 2.5 deg.
In future repeat-pass missions, considerations should be made within the vehicle’s control strategy to establish
a compromise between minimizing the rotational yaw errors in addition to the translational path errors. In current
practice, this compromise is not generally considered. Other areas for future investigation and development include:
1) modeling and measuring the operational constraints imposed by the limited temporal and spatial coherence of the
seafloor scattering; 2) quantifying the improvements in focusing and co-registration quality offered by the method;
and 3) further developments to preserve bathymetry-induced phase differences from an interferometric baseline for
enhanced seafloor bathymetric mapping.
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